
Weigh the benefits
of fuzzy-logic vs classical

control in a disk-drive spindle
You can apply fuzzy- and classical-control
techniques to any servo-control loop. Which
technique you use depends heavily on the
nonlinearities in a system.

A furor is raging over whether you should use fuzzy-logic or
classical-control tools to analyze a complex servo-control sys-
tem. Fuzzy-logic advocates claim it eliminates the need for a
mathematical system description. while classical-control
advocates claim fuzzy logic's lack of analysis tools makes it
undesirable. To observe these extreme views, compare the
classical- and fuzzy-control analysis of a disk-drive de spin-
dle motor. The comparison uses a C program, which simu-
lates the plant and classical feedback-control signal.

The FIDE (fuzzy inference-development) program from
.\ptronix rnc compiles the plant program to simulate a fuzzy
controller. The spindle-motor example
shows that even a basic system can have
nonlinearities, which preclude linear
analysis. However, knowledge of the
system equations can aid the design of
a fuzzy controller.

The dc spindle motor, driver elec-
tronics, and digital transducers com-
prise the system's plant and are inher-
ently nonlinear. The driver develops
only positive torque, which is a common
practice in disk-drive applications.
Therefore, the motor depends only on
coulomb friction to decelerate. The
plant's nonlinearities include satura-
tion of the error signal, torque control
in only one quadrant, and quantization
of the transducer signals from the out-
put control voltage. Therefore, linear-
analysis methods do not apply for either
he classical or fuzzy set of control
0015. This analysis compares the dif-
erences between a classical prop or-
ional plus integral (PI) controller and a
uzzy controller.

The plant model (Fig 1) is a dc 3-phase. 12-pole spindle
motor along with the driver electronics. The output circuit-
ry comprises three half-bridge drivers with current.sense
feedback. The input to the driver is an analog voltage, which
generates the spindle motor current through a current
amplifier having a gain of gm (amps/volt). When the input
voltage equals some reference voltage, the current command
is zero, and the output stages are off. During this time,
coulomb friction decelerates the motor. Maximum current
drive occurs when the input voltage is at OV.The motor resis-
tance. supply voltage, and the back EMF from the motor
limit the maximum current drive to the motor.

Simulator doesn't model current control
The current-control loop around the motor and the current

amplifier typically have a bandwidth several orders of mag-
nitude greater than the motor's velocity bandwidth. There--

Fig I-The blockdiagram of Ihe planl for a 3-phase, J 2-pole spindle mOlorcomprises a cur-
renl amplifier driving Ihe molor and half-bridge aulpul drivers wilh currenl-sensing feed-back.



fore, the plant simulation doesn't include the dynamics of the
current-control loop in Fig 1. Instead, the plant model calcu-
lates the maximum available current and drives the motor
using a current source, which is equal to either the com-
manded current or the maximum available currerit, whichev~
er is smaller.
The classical-control analysis applies linearization to the

nonlinear plant to design a proportional PI controller. The
linear model does not predict the correct simulated tran-
sient response. The simulated plant model calculates
motor speed in rad/sec, position in rad, and a digital
encoder pulse, caUed f_. A digital tachometer and digital
phase detector use the f

colll
signal. which occurs nine

times/revolution of the motor (N ,:=.9). The linearized
transfer function of the motor and current driver in con-
tinuous time is:

H(s)=(gm·KtlJm)/(s+Kv/Jm), rad/sec·V, (1)

where gm=0.5 AJV. transconductance: Kt=1.05 oz-in.lA,
torque constant; Kv=O.OOloz~in.lsec, viscous constant; and
Jm:=.752E-6 oz-in.-sec.2,inertia.

The equation represents the transfer function from the
input voltage to the motor's radial velocity output.
Because the tachometer's outputs are discrete, the con-
tinuous-time representation is converted to discrete time
using the z-transform. The transform involves an approx-
imation because the sample interval is at a fixed motor
rotation (2'lr/N ,) and not at a fixed sample time. As a prac-
tical matter, the discrete system is often analyzed assum~
lng T is a fixed sample time. Although we make this
approximation, linearizing the system and assuming a
fixed sample time completely ignores the real system's
nonlinearity. Stability of the linearized system does not
ensure global stability of the real system. An appropriate
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Lyaponov function could determine a nonlinear system"
degree of stability. Finding such a Lyaponov function
difficult, however.

Youcan derive a difference equation directly from Eq 1
assuming a small time increment, as follows:

(w(t+dt)=( l-dt·(K v/J m».w(t)+(gm. Kt·dtlJ m)·v{t).

If dt=T and t=kT. then Eq 2 becomes

(..,(kT+T=(I-T·(Kv/Jm»·..,(kT)+{gm·Kt·T/Jm)·v{kT).

Noting that the z-transform of ..,(kT+T is ..,(z)·z, the ove
transfer funetion is

Digital tachometer provides feedback
Regardless of whether the controller is classical or fuzz

you must measure the spindle speed for feedback control. Fe
1 includes a blockdiagram labeled "digital tachometer"show
ing the measurement of the spindle speed, ..,(t). The outpu
of this block is xd-"rr, a digital word representing spee
error.

The digital tachometer counts the period of the f_ pul
with l-lLSecresolution (t,). Yousubtract the final count fro
a reference count of 1880. The tachometer then truncates th
count to faU within -128 to +127 counts to generate th
xd_err signal. If the time interval is T

t
and the average vel

ity over an fcom period is w /III ' then wav./T:) is the avera
velocity over the time interva1:

"'w,(T,)=2''lr/(N,.T,).

This equation is nonlinear in the variable T
t
• To linearize th

equation, you can write a Taylor series around the referenc
velocity wref and the reference period Tt• Youlinearize a func

tion using a Taylor series about an equi
Iibrium point. If you linearize f(x,t
about the point xO, then the first t
terms of the Taylor series are

f(x,t)=f(xO,t)+f'{xO.t)(x-xO),

where f' denotes the derivative wit
respect to x. Applying this to Eq 5
yields

w~,(T,)=..,,,,-(..,..(I' ",)*(T,- T..,). (7)

Because win"!J(Tt) is the average veloeit
over the period Tt, you can express this·
equation in terms of the velocity at th
beginning and the end of the period, as
follows:

"'w,(k)=(lI2J.(w(k)+w(k-l ».

Combining Eqs 7 and 8 yields

(..,{k)-..,~(+{..,(k-I)-w~()-
2,(..,~(f",).t,-T~().

Denoting the difference between wand
Wref as w" and measuring the time inter
val in terms of t; reduces Eq 9 to

Fig 2-Driying a spindle matar Iram a dead stop to alinal spindle speed using a dassital
proponional integral (PI) (ontroller shows a Slyere target oyershoot. The integrator shuts
off the motor (u"ent at Point 2 10 allow the motor to Slnle using (oulomb friction.
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FUZZY AND CLASSICAL CONTROL
we(k)+we(k-I=-2·(",fl •••).t,·d(k), (10)

where d(k) is the digital count of the time interval.
The z-transform for Eq 10 is the trsnsfer function of the

digital tachometer, as follows:

•••(z)+we(z)Iz=-2.(••,fl ,.;J·(T,-t,·d(z).
D(z)=d(z)I•••(z)=- T../(2· •••••.t,»·1+z)lz.

If the motor velocity is significantly different from the refer-
ence frequency (wret), the Taylor series expansion is no longer
aceurate. In addition, if the velocity is low, the sample time
is long, and the phase delay of D(z) is long.

The plant-trsnsfer function in Eq 1 has a maximum phase
delay of 90°. Even when you represent Eq 1 in discrete form
(Eq 4l, the dosed-loop bandwidth is sufficiently below the
Nyquist frequency, IfI', tbat the phase delay caused by sam-
pling is small. Therefore, you can stabilize the plant using
only proportional feedback from the taehometer. However,
the speed error is not exactly zero. Offsets in the driver stage
and motor running torque relative to the driver input
requires a speed error to counteract the offsets.

To foree the speed error to zero, classieal feedback-control
systems sum the speed error and the time integral of the
speed error (PI) to generste the feedback-control law. The
control-law calculation for a discrete time system follows:

Vint(k)= Vint(k-I +k,.xd_err(k); (13)

Vout(k)=k,xd_err(k)+ Vint(k), (14)

where xd_err is the digital word representing speed error.
Eq 13 is the difference equation for the digital integrstor,
and Eq 14 is the linear sum althe speed error and time inte~
gral of the speed error. Youcan combine Eq. 13 and 14 into
a transfer function in the z-domain for the equivalent digital
controller, C(z), as follows:

C(z)=Vout(zl/xd_err(z)=kp+ki.zI(z_I).

The open-loop gain of the linearized system is

H(z)·C(z)·D(z), Gol(z)=D(z).«k/+k;l.gm K,.T/J.).
(z-k,)/(k, +k,»/[z-(I-T·Kv/Jm»,(z-I)]. (17)

SUbstituting some of the system parameters into Eq 17
yields open-loop poles as zl=l, and z2=0_99. The digital
taehometer produees a pole at z=o and a zero at z=-1. The
rstio of the integrsl gain to proportional gain determines the
zero at z=lI(I+klk,).

The linearized model predicts dosed-loop poles that are
well-damped for small klk, and under-damped for large klk .
This result is in contrsst to the simulation results (Fig 2) and
highlights the fact that nonlinesrities in a system can inval-
idate the use of linear methods.

Fig 2 shows a plot of the simulated spindle speed using a

S SPINDLE di* '*1ft IpiDdIe PI CCIII!IOi
SbriaotraDaiDe6JIlty I99J.rm.t I J_ 1994
fietrii(miIIIIlDU):

>~err"bitl-;.I2&()I7:1[
1<eLlM1. (.-I28.23S •• -64.0).
Ne&.>led <.-128.0. .-64,2$5 •• 0.0).
z.,.. ,.-64,0. .0,2$S. .64.0).
"" __ (.0.0. .64,2$S•• '27.0).
""J.uJo (••••.0. .J27,2$S)J;

>v_o6d"bic.-:0Q255 (
N'l..!MP (4tO,2$S•
••••.••••• (.0.0.
z.,.. '.64.0.
"" __ ,.,28.0.
""-,--,, (.192.0 •

• 64.0)•
.64,25S. .'28.0).
.128,2$S•• 192,0).

.192,2.55 •• 2$5.0).
• 23S,2$SlI;

<error"bitl": OQ2S5.(
NecJ.-I. - 0.0............ ..
Zero_ I2&,
•••..s-u. >II.
PooJ,up. 235);

<Y...J1CW"bic.": 0()2$.5. (
N'l..!MP. 0.0.
......,..... 64.
z.,... 128,••• __ • 192,

""J.uJo. 235 );
S
ifxd_errilNcL1Mle dlaI"_DeW'ilNe&.J,..arre;
ifxd_erriiNeLMcd tbea v.J11tWilNqJ.wJc;
if~eaisZero lad v_ok! is PoIJ.arao tbea vJ1tCWiI Pot...LarJe;
ifxd3U is Zero lad v_c*t itPOl~ lbCIIV_DCWit.PolJdcd;
ifluCerr is Zero aad v_o4d ia Zero tbca V~ is Zero;
ifxd_erritZeroaadv_oIdiaNca.Jdt:d lbeov...J1CWia NeL,Med;
ifxcU:rrilZero aDd v_old is Nea..Larp dIeD 'IJ)tW it Ne&-Latr:e:
ifxcCerr iaPM_Mod aod v_okl it PoI..Mcd Ibm VJ1tW is PoIJ.aqe;
ifx«Cerril Poa_MDd aod "_oId ia.zero !beD v.-new is PoIJded;
if~err iaPol-Modand v_'*Ib NeL.Med tbeQ V-DeWis Zero;
itxd.-eD'bPoa_Mc:dMdv_okIiaNe&...Larp dJeBv-Dt:WisNec...,Med;
itxd_ertis PosJ,..l,rao ltIeaV.JIJt,WiaPosJ,.aqe;
S
if uCea it NeLJ,.arp
if xci_QT it NeLMcd
if xd_ea ia Zero
if xd_err ia PoI.-Mc:d
if xci_err ia Poa.J.arp

"'"

_ error La NeeJ.atIe;
_ cmlC'La Nee.)ded;
tbea errotia Zero;
lbcaerroria Pol_Small;
Ibc:Garor is PoaJ.arge;

Fig4-Thelisting for the fuzzy ••ntroner of the .pindle disk dri.e
is compiled with Aptronix's fiDE (fuzzy infere.c. de.elopment)
program.



V_OLD

NEO_lARGE NEO_MEO ZERO POS_II!D POS_URGE

NEO_LARGE NlJNL NUNl. NUNl. NUNL NUNl.

NEG_MED NUN" NUNM NUN" NUNM NUN"

XD_ERR ZERO HUZR HWZR ZRIZR PWZR PlJZA

POS_MED ......... ZRIP" PlNPM P\JPM !PM

POS_UJlGE PlJPL PlJPL PlJPL PlJPL PlJPL

analogous to the proportional plus inte-
gral control block of the classical
method. Because an FlU has no memo-
ry, fuzzy control accomplishes the inte-
gral function by using the feedback
from the FlU's output to its input. The
FlU has the FIDE listing shown in Fig
4. The inputs to the FlU are the speed
error (xd_err) and previous output
integral count (V_old). The outputs of
the FlU are proportional count (error)
and integral count (V_new). Fig 5
shows. table representation ofthe FlU
rules. The control law is a summation of
both outputs

Vout=16·(error-I28)1255+3
(v_new-128)1255+3.

FIg 6 shows a plot of motor speed and
current for spin-up from a dead stop.
The steady state speed nearly equals
the commanded speed, as in the inte-
gral controller. However, the fuzzy
method improves transient response,
decreases overshoot, and provides
faster settling. A classical PI system
involves a tradeoff between overshoot
and settling time. The fuzzy-system
rules and membership functions effec-
tively implement "anti-windup" inte·
gral control. When xd_err is positive,
(over speed) the integral term (v_new)
is forced positive to zero the spindle-
motor current immediately to cause
deceleration.

Table 1 details the fuzzy model:

Fig5-The rule table far the funy integral contraUer contains redoadant raws of rules that
,an be condensed Into fewer rules far t~e !vuy-iIllereJKe onit ta faUaw.
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RP"....,

Model

Inputs
Labelslinput
Outputs
Labels/output
Rules
68HC11 code bytes

Fuzzy PI

2
5
2
5
17
717

FigI>-The spi••• p af the spindle ••otor fra •• a dead stap using fUlzy ;ntegrallantralshaws
less a.ersh •• t than with a dassilal PI tantraUer. The iategrator reducts lIIator current to
,sro when Ihe system Is ••••. spHd to tause deceleratloa.

classical PI controller with a nonlinear plant. In Eqs 13 and
14, k,=3I2048, and k,=4812048,The speed overshoots the tar-
get and slowly decays with a linear ramp to the target speed
value. From time t=O until Point 1. the speed error is nega-
tive, and the integrator continues to accumulate until it sat·
urates. Not until the speed error begins to go positive does
the integrator begin to come out of saturation. At Point 2 the
integrator has recovered enough to allow the control voltage
to command zero current. From Point 2 until Point 3 the only
deceleration is due to coulomb friction. Beyond Point 3, the
system settles to a steady state value.

The execution time for the above model with a 68HCll
iLPis about 1.25 msec using a 50-nste bus cycle time, The
execution time is sufficient for the sample time and f~
period of 1.88 msec. The model is optimized for the mini-
mum number of rules, which is an important step affect-
ing the choice of hardware. The initial pass of the FIU
has 30 rules and 877 code bytes. Although this pass
executes in 1.6 rosec, there is little margin in processor
bandwidth.

The output v_new is a function of xd_err and v_old.
Because each input has five labels. you can define v_new as
a 5X5 matrix. or 25 rules. The output, error, is a function
of xd_err only. Because xd_err has five labels, five rules
can define the output, error. Therefore, there are 30 rules
for the the first pass. In the last row of Fig 5. when xd_err

Fuzzy control uses different control blocks
Fuzzy integral control analyzes the spindle motor using a

fuzzy-inference unit (FlU) (Fig 3). This analysis block is
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Fum AND CLASSICALCONTROL
is Pos_Large. V_new is Pos_Large. regardless of v_.o~d.
This condition lets you replace five rules wIth o~e rUI~. If
xd err is Pos_Large, then v_new is Pos_Large. Modlfica-
tiO~8 such as these can reduce the number of rules from 30

to 17. I' 'thIn comparing a classical PI servo-control oop WI a
fuzzy-control loop for a dc spindle motor. the plant and the
tachometer have inherent nonHnearities that preclude
applying linear stability theory. regardless of the control
method. Knowledge of classical PI servo-control prIncIples
helpa with the design of a fuzzy c~ntroller. The perfor-
mance in terms of the spin·up settling time and the tran-
sient response is superior using the fuzzy system compared
with the classical PI controller when there are severe 000-

linearities.
The C source code for both the FIDE fuzzy module.s and

the plant model is available from the author. In addltlon to
the PI controller. you can also use the Aptronlx. bUllet~n-
board system to access source and executable SImulatIOn
code for proportional control, PLL control. and dual-phase
and tachometer loops for classical and fuzzy control. Glml
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